
CHARVET BESPOKE
The Gold Label



Given the seal of approval by the highest ranked chefs in the 
industry, Charvet Bespoke Suites are the ultimate in cooking suite 
design. From the initial consultation to the final installation, you 
are in the driver’s seat!

Bespoke suites are customised at your request: The design and 
layout of work areas; choice of cooking components; brass, 
chrome, or stainless steel finishes; custom colours and ergonomics; 
everything is created with your requirements in mind.

“Charvet is one of only a few manufacturers 
capable of producing a range of this quality and 
solidity.”

Clare Smyth, Core

BECAUSE YOU DESERVE 
THE GOLD STANDARD



Your cuisine is an extension of your personality - and your Bespoke 
Suite should reflect these unique qualities.

Charvet Bespoke Suites are specifically created using state-of-the-art 
craftsmanship with all the performance and power you have come to 
expect from Charvet.  

POWER & INNOVATION

Whether you need a chargrill, intelligent programming and diagnostics, 
or integrated refrigerated drawers, we allow you to configure your 
kitchen any way you wish.

Establishments with Charvet Bespoke Suites include:

Core by Clare Smyth
Jamie Oliver HQ (pictured right and cover)
Muse; The Man Behind the Curtain
The Midland Hotel; Thyme, Southrop Estate



ORIGINALITY

“One important thing with Charvet, is that it is a range that’s 
very adaptable, not only to your needs, but also to the 
spaces that you can get it to fit into.

“We needed something that would take a punch and 
Charvet can definitely take a bit of brutality.”

Tom Aikens,  Muse

Traditional

With a design dating back to the earliest Charvet range, the Bespoke 
Traditional feels like perfection.  Despite its traditional appearance, 
many improvements have been made to this style of bespoke suite 
over the years in terms of improved production techniques and 
integrating the latest technology found in the modern kitchens.

A Charvet Bespoke suite can perfectly fit in even the smallest of 
kitchens, and (with its flexible measurements) can even be delivered 
in sections to fit the smallest hallway or be lifted up the side of a 
building, making this bespoke suite suitable to fit any kitchen.

Ability to integrate 
stone work tops 

Stainless steel and 
titanium work top 

Chrome or brass 
control knobs 

Picture frame door 
detail in bright polish or 

brass detail 

Ability to have large 
double oven 



“When I’m working on the planning 
of your future kitchen, I only have 
one rule, to give priority to the 
fluidity  and ease of movement.”

• Solid top
• Fryer
• Wok

• Plancha
• Open burner
• Salamander

• Induction
• Pasta cooker
• Bain maries

• Boiling plate
• Griddle
• Chargrill

• Bratt pan
• Refrigeration
• Oven

Build your Bespoke Suite to meet any of your requirements:

Modern

Unique in the Charvet bespoke world the Bespoke Modern has a matt 
stainless steel finish with integrated door handles and flush finish 
doors and drawers.  This design provides a clean, fresh and beautifully 
robust look to any kitchen.

With many options to choose from and a large selection of bespoke 
cooking components, the Bespoke Modern can be suited for modern 
style restaurant kitchens and professional residential kitchens that 
require a certain elegant finish.

Option to supply special 
sinks and taps by others 

Integrated upstand up 
to 150mm H 

Open burners with 
water flush system 

Integrated handles 
Ability to create neutral islands 

to compliment kitchen 

Standard ovens 
or option to have 

multifunction oven 



ORIGINALITY

Compact

Benefiting from a special range of cooking components 
allowing for its small 750mm depth, the Bespoke Compact 
can be designed to complement standard bespoke cooking 
components, allowing chefs (and even residential property 
owners) to have their dreams turned in to a reality. 

Charvet Bespoke suites are one of our most customisable 
cooking suites, allowing interior designers and architects to 
create one of a kind kitchens and projects.

Option to include 
protection rail 

Customisation of flues 
on gas suites 

Picture frame door 
detail in bright polish or 

brass detail 

Selection of ovens 
including electric 

multifunction oven 

Slim 750mm 
depth possible 

Option to have 
upstand to rear 

and sides 

“We wanted versatile appliances. The four-zone planchas that 
double as hotplates in the Charvet suite are extremely useful.

“We also added a grill upon Charvet’s recommendation and 
they even managed to work in storage spaces, which is the 
one thing you’re always looking for as a chef.”

Charlie Hibbert, Thyme



CHARVET DETAIL & 
CRAFTSMANSHIP

Charvet’s pedigree sets it apart from other 
manufacturer bespoke ranges. Your input and 
our expertise ensure that we create a suite that 
matches your exact specifications – durable 
enough to stand the test of time.

Charvet precisely plan your vision by using the 
latest in sophisticated engineering software. 
Our team is with you every step of the way 
to ensure any changes to your design still 
produce an accurate final product.

Our Bespoke Suites are then handmade with 
an expert eye to guarantee that your range is 
crafted to perfection.

For more information about our master crafted 
Charvet Bespoke Suites, please contact your 
local sales office as detailed on the back cover.



CHARVET - PREMIER RANGES Ltd
6 Snowhill Business Centre, Copthorne, West Sussex, RH10 3EZ, UK

Telephone: +44 (0)1342 717936              Email: sales@charvet.co.uk              www.charvet.co.uk


